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Cyber incident
response

Cyber Incident Response

Responding to a data breach or hack

At RP-DS we can help by








Is the breach the result of an internal or
external force?
What exactly did the perpetrators take or do?
Are there any other symptoms of the attack
such as other systems compromised?




Case Studies

Banking Security
Breach

Data restoration and minimising any down time
as a result of this incident
Investigating, to find the source and sensitivity
of a data loss or incident
Applying processes for future prevention to help
stop further incidents from this security breach

Following a security alert from the
corporate IT department of a bank,
RP Digital Security was called to
investigate a suspected data breach.
A single corporate PC in a South
East Asia regional office was the
source of the alert. It was suspected
that the user of the PC had possibly
tried to hack into areas of the
corporate network which he was
not given access to. Several security
alerts had appeared indicating
failed log-in attempts to an
administrator account and these
originated from his corporate PC. RP
-DS were onsite within 24 hours and
began the investigation.

initially gave access to one
computer we were looking at.
Evidence was found to show the
malware planted code on this
computer to log every password
that was entered.

Onsite response work revealed the
truth. Outside forces were at work.
Evidence indicated a mainland
China operation had targeted the
bank creating "zero day malware'
that would not be detected by the
banks security or anti-virus. This

References to a deleted password
extraction
utility
called
'PWDUMP.EXE”.
Further
investigation
showed
that
passwords for the entire bank had
been stolen. The company's 3000
user passwords had essentially been
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When administrators had logged
onto the initial machine to
investigate the source of the
security alerts, their passwords
were
captured.
Further
investigations showed the spread of
the password logging software and
malware to bank corporate servers,
probably using the captured
administrator passwords.
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compromised and the attacker
effectively had free access to any
data on the bank’s corporate
network.
Our Initial response involved
forensic disk imaging and live
memory imaging of the suspect's
workstation. Time was of the
essence in tracking down the source
of the security breach. We
therefore additionally conducted
targeted forensics of the local
offices’ server. This revealed the
spread of the malware.
We then tracked the point of entry
of the malware. Our remediation
and clean-up operation then closed
security holes exploited by this
incident. We then ensured all
infected computers on the banks
network were free from this
malware and any other related
security issues.
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Our areas of expertise are Cyber and Computer forensic investigations to target



Insurance investigations and data restoration



Cyber breach & data leakage



Data verification from SCADA and other systems following an insurance loss



Investigating Electronic document forgery



Fraudulent practices and wrongdoings



Bad leavers & “The Insider threat”



Whistleblower allegation assessment and investigation



Bribery or suspicion of Bribery act breach



Specific risks of private banks and financial institutions



Possible legal and regulatory violations FCPA\AML\KYC\CFT (Anti Money Laundering and terrorism financing)



Insider and other trading manipulation

Solutions
Working in conjunction with claims teams RP-DS can assist in the following ways
Data preservation and collection - cost-effective and defensible methodologies and solutions to identify
and preserve electronic data in a forensically sound manner.
Digital forensic investigation - Whether email, chats or other financial data was deleted or manipulated, on
purpose or by accident, RP-DS's experts will search for the digital clues left behind to quickly and defensibly
uncover and report on vital information found.
Cyber Crime Investigation - Our experts examine digital evidence to uncover what did or did not happen.
Data restoration and post incident IT system remediation: Our experts have extensive experience and in
remediating and cleaning systems that have been compromised by a Cyber incident.

For further details
For free confidential consultation or advice relating to a
particular case please email - advice@rp-ds.com
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Rob Phillips
Director and Founder
E-mail: rob.phillips@rp-ds.com
Phone : +65 6227 9738
Mobile : +65 9155 4582 (and Whatsapp)
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